Introduction
For a free Z-module N of rank n, let T = T N be an ^-dimensional algebraic torus over an algebraically closed field k defined by N. Let X = T N emb (A) be a smooth complete toric variety defined by a fan Δ (cf. [6] ). Then T acts algebraically on X A vector bundle E on X is said to be an equivariant vector bundle, if there exists an isomorphism f t : t*E-+E for each /^-rational point t in T, where t: Z->Xis the action of t Equivariant vector bundles have T-linearizations (see Definition 1.2 and [2] , [4] ), hence we consider T-linearizsd vector bundles.
The 72-dimensional projective space P n has a natural action of T and can be regarded as a toric variety. In [4] , we classified indecomposable equivariant vector bundles of rank two on F 2 . When n > 2, Hartshorne [3] constructed vector bundles of rank two from codimension two subschemes satisfying certain conditions. Bertin and Elencwajg [2] then used this method to construct equivariant vector bundles of rank two on P n and showed that there exist no indecomposable equivariant vector bundles of rank two on P n which are obtained in this way. In this paper, we generalize our method in [4] to show that there exist no indecomposable equivariant vector bundles of rank r (1 < r < ή) on P n (Corollary 3.5) and that indecomposable equivariant vector bundles of rank n on P It can naturally be extended to M R X N R -> R, where M R = M ® z R and iVβ = N® Z R. We denote p(£) = <<?, ^?> for f in M R and ^ in N R . Let T 7 = T 7^ be an ^-dimensional algebraic torus defined by N over an algebraically closed field k. Then we can identify M with the additive group of characters of T. Let X = T N emb (J) be a smooth complete toric variety of dimension n defined by a fan Δ of 2V for which the reader is referred to [6] . DEFINITION 1.1. An equivariant vector bundle £ on I is a vector bundle on X such that there exists an isomorphism f t : t*E -> E for everŷ -rational point t in ϊ 7 , where t: X-> X is the action of £ on X. DEFINITION 
An equivariant vector bundle E = (Z?, / £ ) is said to be ^-linearized if f w -f v o t'*(f t ) holds for every pair of ^-rational points t, V of T, where
In [4] , we showed that an equivariant vector bundle necessarily has a ^-linearization. We also studied how to describe Γ-linearized vector bundles in terms of fans, as we now recall.
We denote by Δ(l) the set of /-dimensional cones in Δ. For C in Δ(l), there exists a finite subset {<p i9 , φ t } of JV such that C = R Q φ ι + + R o ψι, where i? 0 is the set of non-negative real numbers. We say that {ψu '"9 ψι\ is tne fundamental system of generators of C if ψ t are primitive, i.e., ψt is not a non-trivial integral multiple of any element of AT. The fundamental system of generators {φ 19 -φ t } of C is uniquely determined by C and is denoted by |C|. We consider the following: for every φ in |C|. Let C be an n-dimensional cone in Δ(ή). Then we have a set of characters {ξ{C) u , ?(C) r } in M by solving, for each 1 < i < r, the equations φ(ξ(C)i) = m c (^ for every p in. |C|. Then it is easy to see that (I) is equivalent to the following:
, ?(C) r ) such that there exists a permutation τ = r C5C , for every pair of cones C and C" in zf(τz) 5 so that φ(ξ(C)ϊ) = p(f(C0r(i)) for every i and every 9 in |C| (Ί |C'|.
(II) P:
for every C, C, C ;/ in Δ(ή). For (m, P) defined by (I) and (II), we denote by E(m y P) the Γ-linearized vector bundle obtained from (m, P). We refer the reader to [4] as for the construction of the T-linearized vector bundle E(m, P).
(III) Two pairs (m, P) and (m\ P r ) defined by (I) and (II) are said to be equivalent if there exists a permutation τ -τ c for every C in Δ(n) such that 
Since the two sets {^(C)^, ,p(f(C) r )} and {p(f(C0i), • • ,p(f(C0r)} are the same sets by (P), we have
Let C and C be two cones in Δ(rί) such that C Π C ; is in Δ(n -1). Then, by rearranging {ξ(C) u , ξ(C) r ] and {ξ(C% . ,ξ(O r } and replacing (m, P) by an equivalent pair, we can reduce the matrix P(C, C) to an upper triangular matrix.
Proof. Put P = P(C y CO. Since det (P) Φ 0, we may assume that P u Φ 0 for every ί by rearranging {ξ(C)J and {ξ(C0<} Suppose that P hk Φ 0 https://www.cambridge.org/core/terms. https://doi.org/10.1017/S0027763000000982
and P kh = 0 for some h, k (h > k). Then, by interchanging ξ(C) h with f(C) fc and ?(C) Λ with £(C') fc we have P Λfc = 0, P feΛ Φ 0. So we may further assume that if P hlc Φ 0 for h > k then P kh Φ 0.
Suppose that P is not an upper triangular matrix. Then we take minimal k such that P hk Φ 0 for some h > k. Then P i} = 0 for 7 < k and i > j. Since P Λfc ^ 0 and P kh Φ 0 by assumption, we have
for every φm\C\n\C'\.
Then we interchange f(C) Λ and f(C) fc . This procedure interchanges P hi with P fcί for each 1 < ί < r. Therefore the minimality of-î s preserved. Hence we may assume that
Now we define (τ(C) = (σ(C)^) by
and replace (m, P) by an equivalent pair using this σ(C). This is allowed by what we have just seen. In this way, we can reduce ourselves to the case P hlc = 0. Hence we have P i1c = 0 for all i (i > k). After this replacement, however. Pa may be zero for i > k. By rearranging {ξ(C) k+u • , f(C) r } and {?(C')*+i, , ξ(C')r}, we may assume that P u Φ 0 for every i. So we can repeat the same procedure, which will terminate after finitely many steps and leads to an upper triangular matrix P. LEMMA 2.5. Let C, C, C" be three distinct cones in Δ{ή) such that CΠC is in Δ{n -1). Suppose that P(C, C") = I is the identity matrix.
Then, by rearranging {f(C)J, {ξ(C%} and {ξ(C")i} and replacing (m, P) by an equivalent pair, we can reduce ourselves to the situation where P(C, C") is an upper triangular matrix and P(C\ C") = L
Proof. By Lemma 2.2, P(C, C ; ) is reduced to an upper triangular matrix. In this case, {?(C')i, ,?(C')r} is only rearranged. If we rearrange {ξ(C") u , ξ(C") r } exactly as {ξ(C% , ξ(C') r } is rearranged, then P(C\ C") remains the identity matrix. From this section on, we restrict ourselves to the case X -P n and consider a T-linearized vector bundle E -E(m, P) of rank r (r > 2) on P n . When n = 1, a vector bundle on P ι is split. Hence we assume n > 2. Let {φ ί9 , £> w } be a Z-base of N and let ^0 = -φ ί -φ 2 --φ n . Let , X n are homogeneous coordinates. In this case we note that C Γ\ C' is an (n -l)-dimensional cone in Δ for every pair of cones C and C" in Δ(n). PROPOSITION 
Suppose that P(C, C") -I is the identity matrix for some C and C" in Δ(ή) with C f Φ C". Then the T-linearized vector bundle E is a direct sum of TΊίnearίzed line bundles, hence, in particular, decomposable.
Proof Let C be another cone in Δ(ή). By Lemma 2.5, we may assume that P = P(C, C f ) is an upper triangular matrix and P(C\ C") = L We show that P can be reduced to the identity matrix. Suppose P hk Φ 0 for some h and k
(h < k). Then <p(ξ(C) h ) > <p(ξ(C%) for every ψ in |C|Π C'|, while φ(ξ(C) k ) = φ(ξ(C%) by Lemma 2.1. Hence we have φ(ξ(C) h ) > φ(ξ(C) k )
for every φ in |O| n |O'|.
Put {ψ} = \C\ -\C\ Π |C'|. Then ψ is in \C\ Π |C"| by the definition of Δ. Assume now that ψ(ξ(C) ft ) < ψ(f(C) fc ). Since P(C, C") = P(C, CO P(C", C") = P we have P(C, C") hk = P hk Φ 0, and ψ{ξ(C) Λ ) > ?(f(C") fc ) for every p in |C| Π |C"|. Therefore, since ψ is in \C\ Π |C"|, we have ψ(f(C) fc )
This is a contradiction to Lemma 2.1 since P(C, C") = P is an upper triangular matrix and det (P) Φ 0. 
(C). Then we can reduce ourselves to the case P(C, C') hk = 0. If this process is repeated for all P(C, C') hk Φ 0 (h Φ k), then finally P(C, C) will become a diagonal matrix. By taking σ'(C) = (σ'(C) ί3 ) with σ'(C) i3 = P(C, C% and replacing (m, P) by an equivalent pair using this σ'(C), we may assume P(C, C) = I.
Hence P(C y C") = I. Furthermore, if n > 3, let C* be another cone in Δ(ή). We apply the same process to P(C*, C"). Then we may assume P(C*, C) = I. Hence P(C, C*) -P(C, C0P(C*, CO 1 = /.
Therefore all P(C, C*) can be reduced to the identity matrix. This means that the T-linearized vector bundle E is a direct sum of Γ-linearized line bundles by the very construction of E{m, P). PROPOSITION 
Suppose that P(C, C), P(C, C") and P(C", C) are upper triangular matrices for some triple of pairwise distinct cones C, C" and C" in Δ(ή). Then the T-linearίzed vector bundle E is a direct sum of TΊinearized line bundles.
Proof. Concerning the first row of P for (m, P), we suppose that there exists s > 1 such that P(C, C% = 0, P(C, C'% = 0, P(C", C) l} = 0 for 1< < s and that and replace (m, P) by an equivalent pair using this σ(C). Then we can reduce ourselves to the case P(C, C% = 0. Furthermore if P(C", C) u Φ 0 or P{C\ C") u Φ 0 we do the same. Then we are reduced to the case P(C" 9 C) U = 0, hence P(C, C") u = 0. Thus we may assume that P(C, for i
Repaet the same process to the other rows successively. Then P(C, CO, P(C, C") and P(C", C) become diagonal matrices. We define σ(C) = (σ(C)ij) by σ(C)ij = P(C, C')^ and replace (m, P) by an equivalent pair using this σ(C). Then we are reduced to the case P(C, C") = /. Therefore, by Proposition 3.1, the Γ-linearized vector bundle E is a direct sum of Γ-linearized line bundles. COROLLARY 
Suppose that P(C, C) and P(C, C") are upper triangular martίces for some triple of paίrwise distinct cones C, C" and C" in Δ(ή). Then the T-ϊinearίzed vector bundle E is a direct sum of TΊinearized line bundles.
THEOREM 3.4. Let r > 1 and n>2.
For a pair (m, P), suppose the corresponding TΊinearized vector bundle E = E(m, P) on P n of rank r is indecomposable. Put \C\ = {φ l9 , <p n } for a cone C in Δ{n). Then, for any pair of distinct integers s and t (1 < s, t < n), there exist two integers h and k such that and
Proof We prove the assertion only when s = 1 and t = 2 since the proof in general is the same. Since we are working on P n , there exist C" and C" in Δ(n) such that
for some φ 0 e N. By Lemma 2.3, we assume that P(C 9 C f ) u Φ 0 for every ί and that P(C", C") is an upper triangular matrix. Hence by Lemma 2.1, we get 
for every φ in {^3, , ^n}. Since φ 2 is in |C| Π \C'\, we have ^2(f(C) Λ ) > ψϊiζ(C) k ) as we saw above. Hence we have the following four possibilities:
and ^(f(C) Λ ) > ^2(f(C) fc ). We now show that the case 4 happens for some h and k (h > k) such that P(C, C")A* # 0. Suppose that the case 4 does not happen for any such h, k. Then, by interchanging ξ(C) h and ξ(C) k if the case 2 happens, we have
for every φ in \C\.
Now we take the smallest έ such that P(C, C') hk Φ 0 for some h > £. We define <j(C) = WC)^) by for i=j,
for i = h and j = k, otherwise, and replace (m, P) by an equivalent pair using this σ(C). Then we can reduce ourselves to the case P(C, C f ) hk = 0. Repeating the same procedure for every h such that h > k and P(C, C') hk φ 0, we have P(C, C f ) ik = 0 for all i > k. After this procedure, P(C, C') u may be zero for some i, but, by rearranging the order of {ξ(C) k+1 , ,f(C) r }, we have P(C, C f ) u Φ 0 for all ί > k. So we can successively apply the same procedure, and P(C, CO is finally reduced to an upper triangular matrix. By Corollary 3.3, this is a contradiction to the indecomposability of E. Therefore there exist h and k such that In this case, a ί9 , a n are all positive or all negative.
Proof. Let | C\ = {φ u , φ n } for a C e ^l(^), and apply Theorem 3.4 to C. For each s, we first see that φ s (ξ(CX), , φ s (ξ(C) r ) cannot be all equal, since we can pick t Φ s and apply Theorem 3.4 to the pair (s, t).
Clearly, Theorem 3.4 gives a one-to-one map from the set {(s, t) \ 1 < s < t < n} to the set of pairs [h, k} of distinct integers between 1 and r. Thus n(n -l)/2 < r(r -l)/2. Since r < n by assumption, we have r = n, and the above map must be a bijection.
We can so rearrange ξ(C) u , ξ(C) n that for each i, the pair (1, i) is sent to the pair {1, i) by the above map. Then for each i, we see that ψί(ζ(C)j) are equal for all j Φ ί.
In view of Remark 1.5, we may tensor a T-linearized line bundle to E so that the following holds for each i: In this section we consider P(C, C") for an indecomposable T-linearized vector bundle of rank n on P n (n > 2). By Corollary 3.5, we may assume that, for every C and every ψ in | C|, we have ψ(ξ(C)i) > 0 and <p(ξ(C)i) = 0 except for one ί. For C, C", C" e Δ(n), let Proof. Fix two cones C and C and P(C, C"). We take another C" successively and calculate in the above way. Then we have p t Φ 0 for LEMMA 4.3. We may assume that p t = 1 /or 1 < i < ra.
Proof. Since p z =£ 0 for i > 2, we take i o Ί
Hence we may assume that p t = 1 for 1 < i < n. If P(C, CO is in the above form, then P{C, C") and P(C", C) are naturally determined if m in (I) is given. Therefore P in (m, P) is determined for every pair of cones in Δ(n). Hence, for each indecomposable Γ-linearized vector bundle of rank n, P is unique up to equivalence (III). Therefore, for any given m in (I) which we know by (3) Krull-Sehmidt Theorem (see [1] ). Since rank (E?) < n, E t is necessarily a line bundle by Corollary 3.5. Hence E is a direct sum of line bundles and we may let E = O P n{d,) © Θ pn {d 2 ) 0 φ Θ pn (d n )
for d^ < do < --< d n . We may assume that α 0 < a x < < a n . By tensoring the sequence (*) with Θ pn ( -k) for k > 0 we have Λ°W e have a contradiction, if we take k = a n when a n > c? n while we take k = d n when a n < d n . Hence we have α TC = d π . Similarly, we have a t = f or 1 < i < n. By (*), we have det (i?) = ^P«(Σ?=O ^)> which is equal tô p»(Σ?=i ^«) Hence α 0 = 0 and (*) is split, a contradiction. Therefore E is indecomposable.
If we take α 0 = α x = = a n = 1 in Theorem 4.4, then the T-linearized vector bundle E is the tangent bundle T pn for P n . 
